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Background 

Webelos Weekend is being held at Schreiber's Farm (571 Quaker Farms Rd, Oxford, CT 

06401). It is an opportunity for Webelos youth, their parents and/or leaders to enjoy 

the outdoors, participate in Webelos-specific outdoor activities, have fun, and learn 

skills that will help them succeed when they cross over to Scouts BSA. The goal of 

attending Webelos Weekend is:  

1. To have fun in the outdoors 

2. To learn new things. 

3. To give these Scouts BSA-In-Training the opportunity to see what it is like to 
attend a Boy Scout camporee. This will lessen their fears of attending a 
camporee.   

Who is Webelos Weekend for?  

Webelos Weekend is for any boy or girl who is between 9 and 11 years old and who is 

working on his Webelos or Arrow of Light rank.  Cub Scouts in Lions, Tigers, Wolves or 

Bears may participate as well, requirements will be adjusted as necessary. 

Registration and Check-in/Departure Process  

Registration  

Please register online using the link provided on the Housatonic Council website or 

the constant contact form, or by stopping by your local scout office. 

Check-in  

Check-in begins at 6:00pm. When you arrive at camp.   You will need to check in with 

Headquarters. You will be provided with campsite information and program 

schedules.   

Please be prepared at check in with completed health forms (part A and B) for EVERY 

youth and adult participant.    

Here’s the anticipated sequence of activities when you arrive at camp:  

1. Check in at HQ. 
2. Find your campsite. 
3. Unload your gear. 
4. Set up your campsite. 
5. Check Schedule and Explore the Camp.   
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Checkout Process  

Camp ends on Saturday at 4:30PM with Closing.  Please “police” your campsite 

thoroughly and pick up any trash. Make sure that any trash in your campsite or in your 

trash container is taken to the central dumpster. Your Scouts should check that 

personal items are packed and please leave the campsite as clean as or cleaner than 

you found it.  Checkout will be at Headquarters.  

Details on the camping experience  

Parent/Leader Participation  

Your role as a leader or parent during Webelos Weekend is as a guide and mentor. So, 

step back and let the scouts try out their wings in a safe, secure environment.  Please 

let them do as much as they are able to do, and don’t do anything for them that they 

can do themselves. Encourage the scouts to work together as a team, rather than as 

an adult/youth partnership. This encourages the scouts to start developing leadership 

skills, builds confidence, and really emphasizes the Patrol Method.  

You will accompany the youth during the structured part of the day (mornings and 

evening activities), and you are expected to pitch in and assist as needed at times 

during camp so that your scouts can complete the activity in the time allowed. This 

means pitching in, not taking over unless safety is an issue.   

Accompanying the youth during free time is recommended, but not required except 

where indicated. You must use your judgment as to whether certain youth are mature 

enough to buddy up with a friend and roam the camp alone. Setting those rules early 

in camp will help everyone have a great experience. The goal is to have the scouts 

become familiar with the idea of camping without their parents in a Boy Scout 

setting.   

Cooking  

Meals provided as part of the Webelos Weekend fees include breakfast Saturday 

morning and lunch Saturday afternoon.  Before checking in on Friday, please eat or 

bring your dinner to eat while waiting to check-in.  If you are attending only on 

Saturday and not camping Friday night, only lunch will be provided. 

Food  

Many adult/youths will want to bring some of their own snacks and food. Please keep 

these secured in a cooler or plastic bin, otherwise the local wildlife will visit your site 

extensively during the nighttime hours. Due to the possibility of fellow scouts who 

may have allergies we ask that you do not bring any type of peanuts or tree nuts to 

camp. 
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Campsite Assignment  

Campsites will be assigned based on registration information. Youth and 

adults/leaders from the same unit will be assigned to the same campsite where 

possible. It is critical that you provide complete registration information on the 

registration sheet so that we can assign campsites correctly.  

Trash  

All trash should be removed each night from your site to prevent unwanted visitors 

during the night. Please help us keep our camp clean. All trash must be put into the 

dumpster prior to your departure from camp.  

Vehicle  

There is no parking available at the individual campsites. All equipment must be 

unloaded, and vehicles removed to the parking area as soon as possible.  Camp roads 

must be kept clear at all times. Help keep the illusion of wilderness by parking in 

designated areas only.  

Free Time  

There are numerous opportunities for scouts to explore camp. They can visit the 

various areas around camp to check out the reptiles and amphibians. Or they can just 

hang-out, or just have fun.  Swimming in the brook is prohibited – there will be no 

swimming allowed.  

Campfire Ceremony  

Saturday afternoon’s closing ceremony is a camp-wide Campfire, presented by Camp 

Staff. Packs and campers looking to get creative for the theater requirement of 

preforming in front of a crowd are welcome and encouraged to perform any song 

and/or skit of their choice.  Song/skit choices must be turned in by lunch time on 

Saturday.   

Uniforms  

Should be worn:  

• During flag ceremonies at night 

• During the afternoon campfire 

All other times, youth are encouraged to wear class B or their activity shirts.   
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Sharing of Sleeping Quarters  

When assigning sleeping arrangements, either Scouts share a tent or adults share a 

tent. Under no circumstances can a Scout sleep in the same tent with an adult unless 

that person is their own parent/guardian.  

Health and Safety  

The safety of each participant/attendee is our highest concern.  

Health Staff  

There are trained medical staff onsite and they are available for any first-responder 

issues and basic First Aid. Any medications (insulin, ADHD meds, inhalers etc.) 

regularly taken by family members or participants MUST be brought to camp. Any 

emergency prescription meds (i.e., EpiPen’s) need to be brought by the attendee.  

Most importantly, if you or any of your family who are attending are sick when it is 

time to come to camp, please stay home and make sure that that person gets well. 

Refunds in that case will be handled on a case-by-case basis.  

Medical Forms  

All attendees regardless of age at Webelos Weekend are required to 

submit the official BSA medical form, Part A and B to the HQ staff when 

checking in at camp. We will hold on to the forms during your stay at camp. The 

medical forms can be found at: https://www.scouting.org/health-and-safety/ahmr/ 

Emergencies  

In the event an emergency occurs in camp, HQ must be notified immediately.  

Insurance  

Each registered youth or adult member of BSA is automatically covered under BSA 

insurance. Housatonic Council provides secondary health and accident insurance for 

participants, which covers costs not paid by the primary carrier.  Non-Housatonic 

Council participants need to provide proof of council/unit insurance. 

Event Screening 

In order to protect the health of our staff and our children, a 2021 Event Screening 

form must be filled in and brought with you.  It will be turned in at HQ when you 

check in along with your medical forms.  If for any reason you or your scout are not 
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feeling well on or immediately before arrival, please stay home.  The health and 

safety of our children is our top priority. 

Responsibility  

Every effort will be made to ensure a safe environment for all attendees, but 

parents/guardians are ultimately responsible for the health and well-being of all 

attendees  

Buddy System  

Camp is more fun when shared with a friend. Scouts always should be with a “Buddy” 

or adult whenever walking around camp. The buddy system is to be used for all 

activities in camp.  

Youth Protection Policies 

Scout leaders are expected to be familiar with B.S.A. Youth Protection Guidelines. 

Report any suspected child abuse incidents immediately to the CAMP DIRECTOR ONLY. 

Camp Director will contact appropriate Council Staff and local law enforcement for 

investigation.   

Corrective Discipline  

As an official Scouting function, all participants are expected to do their best to 

always follow the Scout Oath and Law. Parents/Guardians are expected to maintain 

discipline with their scouts/wards. The camp staff is there to conduct the program 

and to assist you where and when they can while focusing on delivering a quality 

program for all campers.  

It is not the intent of the camp staff to interfere with how a parent discipline their 

child. However, Webelos Weekend is a safe haven for all children. BSA policy dictates 

that physical methods of disciplining are unacceptable. Spanking, slapping, or 

otherwise disciplining with physical methods will not be allowed while in camp. Non-

physical methods of discipline such as time-out or removal from an activity are 

allowed. Failure to follow these policies may result in law enforcement being 

contacted and possible removal from camp.  

Proper Footwear  

Open-toed shoes are not permitted in camp. Why, you ask? Have you ever stubbed a 

toe on a rock or root? You don’t want to! Proper footwear is required at all times.  

Smoking  

No Smoking!!!!  Please do not smoke in front of the Scouts.  
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Pocket Knives  

Pocket knives are restricted to 3 inches or less of blade, and to those Webelos that 

have completed knife training and safety and have earned their Whittling Chip, the 

card must be on their person when carrying a pocketknife. Sheath and survival knives 

are not allowed at camp.  

Telephone  

Please restrict Cell Phone use during the weekend.  

Storing of Food, Food Management  

While it is unlikely that a bear or other predator will come into camp when Webelos 

are around, it could still happen. Food must be securely stored in secured containers 

like coolers and kept in vehicles. Please make sure all tables are cleaned after every 

use to limit animal visits. Mini-bears (squirrels), skunks, raccoons and other smaller 

animals are very common in this area and are liable to pose as much of a nuisance as 

a real bear or other animal.  

Under no circumstances should food (this includes anything that might smell like food 

like flavored waters etc.) be allowed in tents that are to be occupied by campers. We 

recommend practicing backcountry procedures of not sleeping in the same clothes 

that campers have been active in during the day, to eliminate the possibility of 

having food odors on sleeping clothes. Similarly, campers should wash before bed to 

ensure that bedrolls remain clean, and any food odors are removed from their skin.  

This should not be a problem since all meals will be cooked and eaten in the dining 

area. 

Wild Animals  

Wild animals can be expected. Animals ranging from mice, chipmunks, squirrels, and 

birds to raccoons and skunks.  Now, no animal in its right mind is going to be 

anywhere near a bunch of noisy Webelos, but those aren’t the animals we are worried 

about. Please make sure that campers do not approach animals, feed them, touch 

them, or bother them. This is their home, and we are just visitors to it, so we need to 

respect their home. Feeding animals, even accidentally, teaches them to rely on 

humans for food, so during times when there are few campers or events happening, 

they may starve because they have lost their ability to forage on their own.  

If you have an encounter with a wild animal that appears dangerous, you need to 

report the incident to a staff member immediately.  
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Animals in Camp  

Pets are not allowed in camp. Please leave your pets at home. Please remind parents 

and visitors that pets are not allowed in camp at any time. Service animals are 

permitted but be aware that this is a wilderness area and the issues this environment 

can cause with animals.  

Personal Cleanliness  

Being clean in body and mind are part of the Scout Law and part of Scout training. Be 

sure that your Scouts wash up each morning and evening prior to going to bed. Be 

sure that they change their clothing regularly and wash their hands before coming to 

each meal.  

Behavior, Code of Conduct  

It is important that your Scouts remember they are members of the “Boy Scouts of 

America”.  

As Webelos, now is the time to proper outdoor manners and to learn to live by the 

“Outdoor Code”.  Please don’t allow your Scouts to cut down live trees and/or plants 

or allow them to destroy nests or other wildlife. 

This is also the time to reinforce the Scout Oath and Law. We recognize that all 

campers, both youth and adult, should ‘live’ the Scout Oath and Scout Law, but we 

also know that this is not always the case.   

Also, teach them that when traveling around camp, they should pick up any garbage 

or trash along the way and dispose of it properly. The general rule of Scout camping 

on any level is that “You leave it cleaner than when you found it”.  

Teach your Scouts that “crossing/cutting” through anyone’s campsite to get from one 

point to another is not allowed. They should always go around the site. Also, there is 

to be NO crossing/ cutting through any program areas by Scouts or adults. This can 

cause a very unsafe condition and will not be allowed.  
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What to bring: 

Pack appropriately for the weather.  This is a sample packing list is included in this 

packet. 

2 Underwear 

2 Socks 

2 Pants/ Shorts 

1 Short Sleeved Shirt 

1 Class B Activity Shirt 

1 Long Sleeved Shirt 

1 Sweatshirt/Sweater 

1 Heavy Jacket 

1 Set of Pajamas 

1 Pair Hiking Boots 

1 Pair Sneakers or Extra Shoes 

1 Webelos Handbook or your rank 

1 Pair of Long Johns / Warm Under 

clothes 

1 Hat 

1 Pair of Gloves (Extra are a good idea) 

1 Rain Gear / Poncho 

1 First Aid Kit 

1 Whittling Chip Card 

1 Pocket Knife 

1 Flashlight 

1 Compass 

1 Canteen / Water Bottle 

1 Sleeping Bag 

1 Toothbrush 

1 Toothpaste 

1 Comb / Brush 

1 Extra Blanket 

1 Sun Protection 

1 Whistle 

1 Sealed Trail Mix (Single Serving) for 

Hiking Snack 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

  
Pack leaders will get one spread sheet with the names of the youth that attended, which 
stations were visited, and which requirements were met by each youth. If a group does not 
attend a station, credit cannot be given for advancement.  
 This symbol indicates a pin or beltloop that can be earned at this event. 

Webelos and AOL Requirements that will be met: 

 

Cast Iron Chef #3 
 
 
 First Responder # 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 
 
 
Stronger Faster Higher #1, & 4 
 
 
Webelos Walkabout #2, 3 & 5 
 
 
 Outdoor Adventure Option A, #1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & Option B, #1, 2, 3, 4 
 
 
Aquanaut #1 & 3 
 
 
Aware & Care #1, 2 & 3 
 
 
Castaway #1B, 1C 
 
 
 Into the Woods # 1, 2, 3, 4 & 6 
 
 
Into the Wild #1 & 2 
 
 
 Maestro # 1A, 2E, 2H 
 
 
Building a better world # 1, 2 & 3 
 
 
Scouting Adventure #4, 5A, 5B 
 
 
 Earth Rocks #1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

 



 
 

  
Pack leaders will get one spread sheet with the names of the youth that attended, which 
stations were visited, and which requirements were met by each youth. If a group does not 
attend a station, credit cannot be given for advancement.  
 This symbol indicates a pin or beltloop that can be earned at this event. 

Bear Requirements that will be met: 

 

 Bear Necessities #1A, 1B, 2, 3, 4, 5 
 
 
Fur, Feathers, and Ferns #1 
 
 
Paws for Action #1 
 
 
Grin and Bear It #1 
 
 
Roaring Laughter #6 
 
 
Salmon Run #6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

  
Pack leaders will get one spread sheet with the names of the youth that attended, which 
stations were visited, and which requirements were met by each youth. If a group does not 
attend a station, credit cannot be given for advancement.  
 This symbol indicates a pin or beltloop that can be earned at this event. 

Wolf Requirements that will be met: 

 

 Call of the Wild #1A, 1B, 2, 3A, 3B, 3C, 4A, 4B, 5 & 6 

 

Council Fire #1 
 
 
Howling at the Moon #2 & 3 
 
 
 Paws on the Path #1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 

 

Running with the Pack #4 
 
 
Finding your way #2A & 2B 
 
 
Grow Something #1 & #4A 

 

 

  



 
 

  
Pack leaders will get one spread sheet with the names of the youth that attended, which 
stations were visited, and which requirements were met by each youth. If a group does not 
attend a station, credit cannot be given for advancement.  
 This symbol indicates a pin or beltloop that can be earned at this event. 

Tiger Requirements that will be met: 

 

The Games Tigers Play #1A, 1B & 1C 
 
 
 My Tiger Jungle #1, 2 & 4 

 

 Tigers in the Wild #1, 2, 3A, 3B, 3C, 4, 5 & 6 
 
 
Earning your Stripes #5 
 
 
Floats and Boats #3 
 
 
 Tiger Tag #1, 2 & 3 
 
 
Tiger Tales #6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

  
Pack leaders will get one spread sheet with the names of the youth that attended, which 
stations were visited, and which requirements were met by each youth. If a group does not 
attend a station, credit cannot be given for advancement.  
 This symbol indicates a pin or beltloop that can be earned at this event. 

 

Lion Requirements that will be met: 

 

Lion’s Honor #4 
 
 
Fun on the Run #4 
 
 
Animal Kingdom #2 
 
 
 Mountain Lion #1, 2 & 3 
 
 
 King of the Jungle #1, 2 & 3 
 
 
On Your Mark #1 & 2 
 
 
Rumble in the Jungle #1 
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Review with each youth and adult participant their current health status, both before departure and 
upon arrival at the event. Anyone entering a camp or event – including visitors, vendors, etc. – 
must be screened. 
 
Attendee’s Full Name: __________________________________________________________ 
 
Age _______ Unit Type / No. ___________  Community: _________________________ 
 
Have you or has anyone in your household been in close contact* in the past 14 days with anyone 
known or suspected to have COVID-19 or is otherwise sick?     ❏ Yes   ❏ No       
 
Have you or has anyone in your household been in close contact* with anyone who has been 
tested for COVID-19 and is waiting for results?     ❏ Yes   ❏ No       
 
Have you or has anyone in your household been sick in the past 14 days, or have you or they been 
tested for any illness and are waiting for results?     ❏ Yes   ❏ No 
 
Has anyone in your household been exposed to an individual known or suspected to have COVID-
19 in the past 14 days?     ❏ Yes   ❏ No 
       
Have you or has anyone you have been in close contact* with traveled on a cruise ship or 
internationally or to an area with a known communicable disease outbreak in the past 14 days?                                       

❏ Yes   ❏ No 
 
*According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), “close contact” means: 

• You were within 6 feet of someone who has COVID-19 for a cumulative total of 15 minutes 
or more over a 24-hour period 

• You had direct physical contact with an infected person (hugged or kissed them) 
• You shared eating or drinking utensils 
• An infected person sneezed, coughed, or otherwise got respiratory droplets on you 

Symptoms of COVID-19 
If anyone in your household has any one of the following new or worsening signs or symptoms of 

possible COVID-19, the entire household must stay home. 
 

 Shortness of breath  Muscle or body aches 
 Cough  Headache 
 Fever of 100.0º or greater  Sore throat 
 Flu-like symptoms  Loss of taste or smell 
 Repeated shaking with chills  Diarrhea 
 Fatigue  Nausea or vomiting 

If the answer is YES to any one of the questions above, the participant must stay home. 

If all answers above are NO, proceed to the symptoms list below. 

            

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/contact-tracing/contact-tracing-plan/appendix.html#contact
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/contact-tracing/contact-tracing-plan/appendix.html#contact
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/php/contact-tracing/contact-tracing-plan/appendix.html#contact
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/symptoms-testing/symptoms.html
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Does the Attendee have any Covid-19 high risk factors: 

❏ Pulmonary Issues: Asthma, COPD, lung disease, other 
❏ Heart Conditions 
❏ Immunocompromised 
❏ Kidney or Liver Issues 
❏ Diabetes 
❏ Over 65 years old 
❏ Other known high-risk factors: ____________________________________________ 

 
It is highly recommended anyone with any Covid-19 high risk factor not attend. 
I understand the importance of social distancing and taking extra precautions to protect all 
attendees during the Covid-19 pandemic. I understand the risks of attending an event and 
acknowledge I may contract Covid-19 during travel to and from, or during the event itself, 
regardless of the extra precautions the Housatonic Council, my unit, and myself have taken. 
 
Attendee Signature (Parent/Guardian’s Signature if Attendee is Minor) 
 
_________________________________________ Date: _______________________ 
 
 
Attendee Signature verifying temperatures (parent/guardian if a minor) 
 
________________________________________________ Date ________________ 
 
 
This section to be completed by Health Officer  
❏ Review first half of this pre-screening questionnaire and discuss issues. 
❏ Review Covid-19 social distancing guidelines. 
❏ Verify Attendee has a face covering. 
 
Health Officer Signature: _____________________________________ Date _____________ 

*Potential Higher-Risk Individuals* 
 Yes   No Are you in a higher-risk category as defined by the CDC guidelines, 

including older adults, people with medical conditions, and those with other 
individual circumstances? 

If the answer is “yes,” we recommend that you stay home. 

Should you choose to participate, you must have approval from your health care provider. 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/index.html
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